This paper presents an original sizing method for Energy Storage Systems (ESS) based on directly matching their capabilities -as specified by their energy-power Safe Operation Area (SOA) in the Energy-Power (EP) plane -with the energy and power demand required to accomplish their missions. Starting from the system requirements and from an energy management strategy, the power demanded by a set of representative operating scenarios and its associated energy are calculated and represented as trajectories in the EP plane. The objective is to size the ESS such as its SOA contains these trajectories. Comparison between different technologies of Energy Storage Devices (ESDs) is possible using this SOA characterization. Special attention should be paid to compare specific SOAs across devices. Diverse energy management strategies can be synthesized in the EP plane where they can be compared and analyzed. The sizing method converges extremely fast and is suitable for its integration in an optimization loop. The method allows to determine directly and efficiently the technology and the size most appropriate (in terms of indicators such as mass or cost) to a given EP demand. In the paper, three different technologies (SuperCapacitor, Li-Ion and H 2 /O 2 batteries) are characterized and compared in terms of sizing synthesis. (C. Turpin).
Introduction
Energy Storage Systems (ESSs) are key elements in electrical systems especially in hybrid systems or smart grids. They allow for increased integration of renewable energy sources connected to the grid [18, 24] as well as to increase reliability, stability and resilience of various systems [3, 10, 15, 17, 19] . There are several kinds of ESSs technologies such as: Pumped Hydro Storage, Compressed-Air Energy Storage, Battery Energy Storage (BES), Capacitor Storage, Super-Capacitor Energy Storage (SCES), Super-Conducting Magnetic Energy Storage, Thermal This SOA can be calculated via physical experiments of the ESD or can be calculated using the ESD model with the corresponding parameterization. In the following subsections the model of 3 energy storage technologies are presented (SCES, BES and HES) and their SOAs calculated but, being generic, this concept can be extended to any ESS technology (flywheel, thermal or hydraulic storage, etc.).
SuperCapacitor

Model
The simplest SuperCapacitor (SC) model is a capacitance, C sc , in series with a resistance, R sc , [20] see Fig. 1a . For a given SC the variables limits are a minimum voltage, V min , a maximum voltage, V max , and a maximum current (for both, charge and discharge), I max . Normally, V max and I max are defined as the maximum nominal values rated by the manufacturer but V min is a system designer choice as it depends on the power electronic associated. The energy stored in the SC can be calculated as E sc = 1 2 C sc V 2 Csc . Using this equation the SoC is calculated as
2.1.2. SCES Energy vs Power SOA During a charging process at low SoC, the current limits the power input and, at high SoC, the maximum voltage does it. Inversely, at high SoC, the current limits the power output while the minimum voltage limit does it at low SoC. This can be summarized by the following equations. (See Fig. 2. )
Different SOAs for different SCs
The first benefit of this Energy Power oriented storage characterization is the comparison between ESD of the same family but with very different voltage and current limits. Let us take for example 3 SC of Maxwell Technologies (see Table 1 ).
In order to compare these 3 SCs, the SOA of all of them are plotted in Fig. 3 . 
Electrochemical battery
Model
There are several battery models of diverse complexity and accuracy. Here, the model extension of the commonly used analytic semi-empiric Tremblay-Dessaint battery model presented in [5] is used, which allows for an accurate reproduction of the battery output voltage without increasing the model complexity. It can be summarized as follows: where the variables are the battery discharge current i (A), the State of Charge SoC, the filtered discharge current i * (A) and the battery voltage v bat (V). The parameters are the battery capacity Q (Ah), the current-filter time constant T f (s), the battery constant voltage E 0 (V), the exponential-zone amplitude A (V) and exponential-zone inverse capacity B (1/Ah), the polarization constant K 1 (V/Ah), the internal resistance R ( ) and the polarization resistance K 2 ( ). The logic variables is dch , being 1 when the battery is discharging and 0 otherwise, and is ch , being 1 when the battery is charging and 0 otherwise, have been introduced to condense notation.
BES Energy vs Power SOA
Similarly to the SC, maximum and minimum voltages are V max and V min respectively. For this particular technology, distinction of the maximum current is normally done for charge and discharge processes (I ch−max and I dch−max ). In order to avoid premature aging SoC limitations (SoCmax and SoCmin) are also included. To calculate the maximum charge and discharge powers the current dynamics are ignored and the voltage equation in (3) is simplified as in (4), assuming a source in series with a non-linear resistance, see Fig. 1b
One particularity of this model (and in almost every battery model) is that the SoC represents the remaining charge in battery and not the energy stored. But there is a relation between them. Considering the non dissipative voltage, v 0 , the energy stored can be calculated as
Similarly to Eq. (2), the power limits, as shown in Fig. 4 , can be calculated as
SOAs comparison between 2 batteries
In order to compare 2 Li-Ion batteries, defined in Table 2 , we can plot both SOAs as displayed in Fig. 5 .
Hydrogen energy storage
An HES system is normally composed by an electrolyzer (ELYZ), a fuel cell (FC) and two tanks (Hydrogen and Oxygen) [20] . The ELYZ separates the water molecule (H 2 O) in the corresponding hydrogen (H 2 ) and oxygen (O 2 ) molecules. During this process electrical energy is used and chemical energy (in H 2 and O 2 ) is obtained. These gases are stored in tanks. Later on, the FC is in charge of combining these 2 gases and producing, once again, electrical energy, with water as a sub-product. Even though the physics involved in the electrochemical process (ELYZ and FC) is complicated and several complex models have been developed [12, 20] for this particular stage only steady-state models are used.
In both ELYZ and FC, the base component is a cell. These cells can be combined in series (building a stack) and in parallel in order to obtain higher voltage and current capabilities, respectively. In both cases the base unit is the cell.
It is worth mentioning that in the case of a HES system the sizing of 3 components can be done independently, which provides a freedom of design that is missing in others ESD. Moreover, the maximum power of charge and discharge are independent of the SoC given by the amount of moles of H 2 /O 2 in the tanks.
Electrolyzer model
The ELYZ cell steady state behavior, i.e. the V-I polarization curve [12] , is approximated by a straight line. The cell uses a considerable amount of electrical power in the auxiliary system composed mainly of compressors and the cooling system. This auxiliary consumption is approximated as a constant power consumption plus a power consumption proportional to the cell power. From a given ELYZ base system (auxiliary + 1 cell) the maximum input power can be calculated as
where P in−cell E LY Z −M AX is the maximum ELYZ system input power per cell (W), p cell E LY Z −M AX is the maximum ELYZ cell power density (W/cm 2 ), p auxmin E LY Z is the constant ELYZ auxiliary power density (W/cm 2 ), k aux E LY Z is the proportional ELYZ auxiliary coefficient and S cell E LY Z is the ELYZ cell surface (cm 2 ).
Fuel cell model
Similarly, the FC uses a considerable amount of electrical power obtained from the conversion process in the auxiliary system composed also mainly by compressors and the cooling system. The rest of the power is effectively usable electrical power. The linear approximation of the FC's V-I polarization curve presented in [12] is considered here.
The auxiliary power consumption is approximated as a constant consumption plus a consumption proportional to the cell power. From a given FC (auxiliary + 1 cell) the maximum output power per cell can be calculated as
where P out−cell FC−M AX is the maximum FC output power per cell (W), p cell FC−M AX is the maximum FC cell power density (W/cm 2 ), p auxmin FC is the constant FC auxiliary power density (W/cm 2 ), k aux FC is the proportional FC auxiliary coefficient and S cell FC is the FC cell surface (cm 2 ).
Tank model
The Hydrogen tank has a defined volume (V tank ). Considering the ideal gas model, the pressure in the tank ( p tank ) can be calculated from the number of moles n H 2 as
where R is the ideal gas constant (8.3144598 J mol −1 K −1 ) and T is the temperature (K). Both gases (H 2 and O 2 ) produced in the electrolysis process are stored in tanks. As the number of Hydrogen moles formed is the double of the Oxygen moles, the size of the Hydrogen tank is the double of the Oxygen one in order to obtain the same pressure evolution during the charge and discharge processes.
HES Energy vs Power SOA
As mentioned in Section 2.3 the charge and discharge power limits and the energy stored are completely independent and can be calculated as
while the maximum usable energy stored (E hess−max ) can be calculated as
where E H 2 is the specific energy of the Hydrogen (39.7 kWh/kg 2 ) and M H 2 is the Hydrogen molar mass. Fig. 6 shows the SOA of the HES system composed by an ELYZ cell, a FC cell and an Hydrogen tank parameterized from the data in [12] . Fig. 7 compares the SOA of the 6 ESD analyzed so far with 3 different technologies. We can see the differences between them. The HES systems are clearly the most energetic technology. Lithium Ion Batteries are less energetic than HES but more powerful. While the SC are the most powerful technology even though they are not so energetic. But in order to truly compare ESD, it is not fair to compare different technologies, or even elements of the same technology but with different sizes, in absolute SOAs displaying absolute EP plane. For instance, which SC is better, the BMOD0058 E016 B02 or the BMOD0006 E160 B02? One solution to make this comparison is the specification of the SOA by choosing a parameter (e.g. mass) and dividing the absolute SOA by this parameter.
Absolute and specific SOA
This concept is already used in the well-known Ragone plots [8, 21] . In the Ragone plot, the ESD is characterized by the available mass-specific energy (in kWh/kg) for mass-specific constant active power request (in kW/kg). When overlapping several ESD plots, each storage technology defines a region in the mass-specific energy and mass-specific power plane. Such vision related to the device mass (or volume) is all the more relevant for embedded systems.
The specific SOAs allow us to compare the ESD by different parameters. Take for example 2 SC (SC 160V = BMOD0006 E160 B02 and SC 16V = BMOD0058 E016 B02), both absolute SOAs are quite different, Fig. 8a . Nevertheless it is not the case if we consider the energy and power per mass or per investment, Figs. 8b and 8c.
Comparing the Mass-specific SOA of both SC it can be seen that SC 160V is better from the mass point of view (more energy and power available per kg). On the contrary, from the economical point of view SC 16V is more advantageous (more energy and power per dollar invested). This vision related to the cost is often more relevant in stationary applications while the mass criteria are often the prime target for embedded systems. Fig. 9 summarizes the mass-specific and investment-specific SOAs for the 6 ESD analyzed. The technology regions shown in both specific EP planes reveal, for example, the predominant feature of SC as power storage systems instead of energy ones.
Demanded profile synthesis
Starting from the system requirements and from an energy management strategy (e.g. ESS associated to a renewable generator farm in order to reduce curtailment) a power profile along with the associated energy demanded to the ESS is obtained. This allows not only to analyze the demanded energy and power span, and their correlation, but also rapidly synthesize and compare different management strategies as shown in case study 2.
Demanded energy and power plots
Starting from a power demand, P dem , the demanded energy, E dem , can be easily calculated as its integral. As the focus of interest is the ESS, a negative sign is added to the demanded energy calculation in order to obtain the energy variation demanded to the ESS as,
Plotting these two variables in the EP plane defines the Demanded Energy vs Power Trajectory (DEPT) that correlates both demands. The convex polygon circumscribing the DEPT is the Demanded Energy vs Power Polygon (DEPP) representing the demanded working area. In order to perform the calculation of the convex polygon (DEPP) of a given set of points (the DEPT in this case) the gift wrapping algorithm, a.k.a. Jarvis March algorithm, was implemented [16] . This synthesis reduced the amount of data to be used in the sizing stage (polygon fitting).
Approximated storage EP plots
The demanded energy of an ESS is not the same as its internal energy variation due to its losses. But the actual losses of the ESS can only be calculated once its size is defined. In order to break this implicit loop, constant efficiency (in charge, η ch , and discharge, η dch ) ESS models are considered. The internal storage energy variation, E storage , is calculated as:
Following, the Storage Energy vs Power Trajectory Approximation (S E P T appr ox ) and the Storage Energy vs Power Polygon Approximation (S E P P appr ox ) are defined using E storage instead of E dem . The ESDs of the same family have similar efficiencies (SCES around 98%, BES around 97% and HES around 50%-60% only without co-generation) even though they depend on the storage usage. Both, the model complexity reduction (constant efficiency model) and the reuse of S E P P appr ox (and S E P T appr ox ) of same efficiency ESD, are the main sources of computational cost reduction.
Storage energy power plots
Once the ESD is selected and the ESS sized, the true internal energy variation given the demanded power can be calculated and both, S E P T and S E P P, obtained. When constant efficiency values (according to the ESD) are correctly chosen, both S E P T appr ox and S E P T remain close as Fig. 10 shows for a SC.
Sizing procedure
The objective is to synthesize an ESS composed of multiple ESD units able to supply the demanded power profile without exceeding their safe operating capabilities: in other words, the S E P T should remain inside the ESS-SOA. The sizing procedure then consists in increasing the number of ESD units until the S E P T fits inside the ESS-SOA.
ESS-SOA
It can be demonstrated that the SOA of an ESS composed by n E S D units is the same SOA of this ESD scaled by a factor n E S D . From the EP point of view it does not matter the connection type (series or parallel) of the ESDs.
Polygon fitting
The size of the ESS will be the minimum value of ESD units (n E S D ) such as the S E P P remains inside the ESS-SOA. As mentioned in the previous section, this gives rise to a looped process, as in order to really know the S E P P the ESS size should be known. This looped process may lead to a great simulation cost depending on the model complexity. A solution to this problem is to use the approximated S E P P (S E P P appr ox ) instead of the exact S E P P, avoiding the need of simulating each new size and allowing for a fast calculation. For each n E S D the ESS-SOA is easily calculated and then tested if the S E P P appr ox fits inside. Fig. 11 exemplifies this sizing procedure.
Validation cases
The method is paradigmatically presented on two case studies. For the first one, a simple energy management is selected (E M 1 ) and 3 ESD technologies are evaluated in order to make a technological comparison of sizes: Maxwell SC BMOD0058 E016 B02, Mottcell 12 V 36 Ah LiIon and Hydrogen Power HES system from [12] . The second case takes into account 3 different energy management strategies (E M 1 , E M 2 and E M 3 ) and only one ESD technology (Maxwell SC BMOD0058 E016 B02) in order to exhibit the influence of the energy management in the sizing process.
System requirements
The system consists of a reduced scale 450 W wind generation turbine connected to the grid with production commitment on the day ahead market [14] . Note that this strongly reduced case study has been defined aiming at a later validation of the synthesis process on a reduced scale test-bench. The microgrid is committed to delivering a power profile equal to the predicted wind power generation, P eng . Naturally, the real power production, P pr od , is not equal to the forecast. The ESS will be used to keep the grid transfer equal to P eng or within a certain tolerance band depending on the energy management selected, see Fig. 12 . 
Energy management strategies
The simplest strategy, E M 1 , does not consider any tolerance band. Thus, the power demanded to the storage, P dem , is the difference between the committed power, P eng , and the actual one, P pr od . Meaning that the ESS will be used practically all the time. When a power tolerance, P tol , is allowed, several energy management strategies could be defined. E M 2 consists in using the ESS only when the tolerance band is exceeded, i.e., as less as possible. For E M 3 , the last energy management the ESS charging stage (when P dem < 0) has been increased in order to reduce the energy span of the Demanded Trajectory allowing a smaller ESS as can be seen in Case 2. Whenever P pr od is greater than P eng , P dem will be equal to P eng − P pr od . The 3 strategies are summarized as follows: 
5.3. Case study 1
Demanded profile synthesis
In this particular case the strategy E M 1 is selected. Fig. 13 depicts the S E P T appr ox and S E P P appr ox obtained considering constant efficiency models for the 3 technologies (SCES with 98%, BES with 97% and HES with 50%).
Polygon fitting
Using the SOAs from the 3 ESD and the S E P T appr ox calculated in the previous stage, the sizing process indicates that 11 SC BMOD0058 or 1 Mottcell are necessary to fulfill the power demand. In the case of HES system, 1 ELYZ cell and 1 FC cell are enough to achieve the power demand; and a tank of 0.72 dm 3 to achieve the energy demand.
Experimental validation
First, these sizes were validated by simulation verifying that the S E P T remains close to the S E P P appr ox and none of the ESS limits were exceeded.
Additionally the solution with SC and BES was also tested in real physical implementation. In order to test them, the power profile demanded to the ESS is emulated on a remote controllable bidirectional source of voltage/current (configured by a Power source PSI 9080-510 and a Controlled Load ELR 9080-510) using a dSPACE system. Overand under-voltage protections, as well as thermal protection are implemented. To obtain more accurate and faster sampling rate a SEFRAM Data acquisition System with 3 Clamps on probe HIOKI 3274 is used. This test bench, used already in [7] , allows for voltage, current and power control of user defined profiles, and measurements of each ESD voltage, up to 3 currents and several temperatures (environment, ESD terminals, body, etc.). . S E P T appr ox and S E P P appr ox for the wind turbine generation system for the 3 energy management strategies.
Case study 2
Demanded profile synthesis
The 3 energy management strategies presented with only one technology (SCES) were considered in this case study. The S E P T appr ox and S E P P appr ox were obtained considering, once more, equal charge and discharge efficiencies (98% for SCES), as shown in Fig. 15 . A considerable reduction of energy demanded can be seen from E M 1 to E M 2 (69% reduction) and a small reduction from E M 2 to E M 3 (9%).
Polygon fitting
Using the SOAs from the SCES and the results of the S E P T appr ox of the previous stage, the sizing process indicates that 11, 4 or 3 SC BMOD0058 Maxwell modules, using E M 1 , E M 2 and E M 3 respectively, are necessary to fulfill the power profile demanded.
Simulation validation
These sizes were validated by simulation verifying that the S E P T remains close to the S E P P appr ox and none of the ESS limits were exceeded, as depicted in Fig. 16 .
Conclusion
A sizing method for ESS based on the EP plane has been proposed. This method separates the ESD characterization, the demanded profile synthesis and the strictly sizing stage. It is easy to add a new device to the analysis or to change the energy management strategy.
An important application of ESD characterization by the SOA is for comparing different types of storage devices in the early selection stages, considering different as well as a unique technology. In this paper, SC, Li-Ion batteries and Hydrogen-Oxygen storage have been considered for the technological analysis. Specific SOAs are very interesting in this comparison process as different criteria could be considered in terms of the specifying parameters (mass, price, volume, embodied energy, etc.).
In the Demanded Profile Synthesis several strategies can be compared and analyzed independently of the ESD selection as shown in the second case study. Critical areas or repeating patterns could be easily found in the Demanded Energy vs Power Trajectory plot. Furthermore, storage hybridization strategies can be analyzed by observing the obtained energy vs power plots for each storage element. 
